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Steps to a great paper

• Thoughtful research 

• Thorough preparation

• Logical explanation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, before writing a paper, there are some questions that you need to answer to yourselves.Why does the topic interest you? Is it because nobody has done it before? Is it an important problem that is worth exploring to bring great impact to the way we live, communicate and think?What are the key findings of your work? Have you found a new way of solving a problem? Have you improved tremendously the performance of a technology or the resolution of a measurement technique?What was thought/known/done before this work? Has anybody explored in the area before? If so, what have been achieved to date? What is the main message for your readers? What are you trying to tell to the world? Have you just proposed something that is novel, creative or more advance than before? Are you trying to share with them that your findings can also be adapted to wide-ranging research areas?Have you reevaluated your original data thoroughly? Are there any results that are conflicting with the “for publication” results? Have you checked over and over again to make sure that?How does your work change the thinking of researchers, or support current approach? Does it provide a better alternative and more efficient approach to solve a problem? Or does it open new avenues or research in the field?These are the important things that you need to think about before you write a paper.
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Before writing a paper

• Why does the topic interest YOU? 
• What was thought/known/done before this work?
• What are the key findings of your work? 
• What’s the main message for your readers?
• How does new data change the thinking, or 

support current approach, or open new avenues 
or research?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, before writing a paper, there are some questions that you need to answer to yourselves.Why does the topic interest you? Is it because nobody has done it before? Is it an important problem that is worth exploring to bring great impact to the way we live, communicate and think?What are the key findings of your work? Have you found a new way of solving a problem? Have you improved tremendously the performance of a technology or the resolution of a measurement technique?What was thought/known/done before this work? Has anybody explored in the area before? If so, what have been achieved to date? What is the main message for your readers? What are you trying to tell to the world? Have you just proposed something that is novel, creative or more advance than before? Are you trying to share with them that your findings can also be adapted to wide-ranging research areas?Have you reevaluated your original data thoroughly? Are there any results that are conflicting with the “for publication” results? Have you checked over and over again to make sure that?How does your work change the thinking of researchers, or support current approach? Does it provide a better alternative and more efficient approach to solve a problem? Or does it open new avenues or research in the field?These are the important things that you need to think about before you write a paper.
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What makes a great paper?

• High degree of novelty or innovation
• Interesting to a broad range of readers
• Significant step forward
• Breakthrough in performance
• High impact in the field
• Important advance in scientific 

understanding that provides new directions 
for research

• Data persuasively supports conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, the first thing that you need to know is what editors are seeking for when we are reading the manuscripts from you. Basically, editors are looking for papers with high degree of novelty or innovation, manuscripts that report work no one has done before. As Nature journals are read by readers with different backgrounds, editors want to make sure that the papers are interesting not just to a specific group of researchers but a wider range of readerships. Papers with significant step forward,  breakthrough in performance and high impact in the field always capture the attention of editors in which we believe that these kinds of papers will help progress the research in the world, not only in the specific area but also in other related fields. Editors also fall for papers with important advance in scientific understanding that provides new directions for research. We look for papers that would stimulate new ideas not only in conceptual understanding but also experimental approach. And of course, we have to make sure that the papers provide sufficient data that support the conclusions made by authors. If you think your work falls in one or two of these criteria, then you should send your paper to us without delay. Speaking about this, from my personal experience, sometimes just when I start to get excited by a particular paper, I find out that the authors have just published something similar in other journals. That said, the novelty of the work is being compromised by previous publication done by the authors themselves. The thing that I would like to say here is that, you may be the first one who report such findings, but you are not reporting the findings for the first time. This undermines the degree of novelty of your paper which is one of the important ingredients of editorial criteria.   So, the advice here is that while preparing for your work and manuscript, you should have a strategic plan in my mind. Which journal are you planning to submit? Do you want to share your findings to others through Nature journals that have great impact in scientific communications or journals that report progressive work? If Nature journals are your choice, then you should not do things that may discount the impact of your work, for example, do not publish piecemeal reports. 
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Manuscript preparation

How to get your point across…

HINT: Write for both the beginner 
and the expert
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• Clear and attractive
• Not too general or vague
• Not too long but short and precise
• Does not normally include numbers, acronyms, 

abbreviations or punctuation
• Instead of: 

“Record electro-optic coefficient of 170 pm/V and 
Vπ of 1V at 1.55 μm in hybrid crosslinkable 
polymer/sol-gel waveguide modulators”,
why not:
“Hybrid polymer/sol-gel waveguide modulators with 
exceptionally large electro-optic coefficient”?

Title
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Summary/Introductory paragraph

• The most-read section of any paper
• Aimed at readers in other disciplines
• Key points:

• One or two broad general statements to orient 
the reader, set the stage, and provide context

• Concise description of results, with mention of 
methodology used

• Major conclusion
• How this advances the field - why this is 

significant for readers
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How to lose your reader at the introduction?
• Write a thesis instead of an intro
• Include too many different branches of thought

Hint:
• clear a path for the reader to follow

Summary/Introductory paragraph
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More specifically,

• 2-3 sentences on basic introduction to the field
• a brief a brief account of the background and 

motivation of the work 
• one-sentence statement of the main conclusions 

starting with 'Here we show…' or equivalent 
phrase

• 2-3 sentences putting the main findings into 
general context

Summary/Introductory paragraph
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Summary/Introductory paragraph
• How to confuse your readers?

– Mix already published conclusions with claims made in 
your paper

– Overinterpret & overspeculate
– Misrepresent the data or conclusions
– End with a throw-away line:
– “…effect on butterfly wings are discussed.”

when it is better with:
“The iridescent scales of the Morpho butterfly give a 
different optical response to different individual 
vapours, and that this optical response dramatically 
outperforms that of existing nano-engineered photonic 
sensors.”
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Write with the readers in mind!

• Focus on a single main question
• Plan the content and organization with 

an outline especially the flow of 
reasoning

• Use simple, direct and concise wording
• Check that all parts are connected with 

persuasive reasoning, appropriate 
structure, linkage and context

• Express appropriate level of confidence:
impossible    implausible     unlikely     
plausible     possible    probable    likely             

certain
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Paper writing tips

• Write in active voice; for example, “We did…” 
rather than “It was done…”, “We demonstrate…” 
rather than “It is demonstrated…”

• All variables should be defined
• Avoid ambiguous use of pronouns “this”, “that”, 

“these”, …
• Avoid jargons and the excessive use of 

abbreviations and acronyms
• Never say “for various reasons” and “data not 

shown”
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Paper writing tips

• State the present work in present tense
• State already published work in past tense
• Be concise; limited space for a paper; put 

lengthy method and simulation details in 
separate sections at the end of the paper if you 
need more space

• Clearly put your work into context, explain the 
importance of your findings in relationship 
to previous papers
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Paper writing tips

• Do not extend your conclusions beyond those 
that are directly supported by your results

• Don’t make claims that you are not sure, avoid
hype and speculation

• Give potential impact and future work
• Make sure that you reference relevant 

previous literature 
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Things to do…
• Make sure that the paper is properly 
formatted

• Include all data and information needed by 
the editors and referees to assess the work

• Think carefully about how best to include 
data

•Write concisely
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Things to avoid…

• Vague titles

• Hype

• Fairy tales

• Claims without sufficient evidence

• Poor referencing

• Poor-quality figures
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Main text

• Materials
• Methods
• Principles
• Mechanisms
• Results with displays
• Discussion
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Discussion

• Comparison to previous work
• Theoretical or practical implications
• Conclusion regarding the 

significance of the work
• Limitations
• Future work
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Manuscript Submission
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• Research journals overlap 
• Depends on the editorial scope of the journal and your 
target audience

Which journal?

…

http://www.nature.com/nbt/current_issue/�
http://www.nature.com/ncb/current_issue/�
http://www.nature.com/ni/current_issue/�
http://www.nature.com/neuro/current_issue/�
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Before submission

• Read published papers
• Visit the website of the journal
• Nature journals’ websites:

www.nature.com/siteindex/
• Always run the spelling checker; no excuse
• Find someone you trust who is a native 

English speaker to check your paper

http://www.nature.com/siteindex/�
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Submission checklist
• Colleague outside of your field has read and 

commented on the manuscript
• Rework any area that was misunderstood
• Read some issues of the journal
• Check the websites of Nature and Nature journals 

for details on submission, policy and the editorial 
process; each has slightly different format 
requirements
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• A letter that you submit together with 
your manuscript but in a separate file 
only to the editors

• Authors are encouraged to write cover 
letter

Cover Letter
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• Restate main message and significance of 
paper

• Explain in clear and simple terms why the 
findings are important and what is their potential 
impact

• Can suggest referees and include their areas of 
expertise

• Can suggest exclusion list: who should NOT be 
approached to review the MS because of conflicts 
of interest

Cover Letter
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What’s wrong ?   
- Too brief
- No explanation as to why paper is important
- No suggested list of qualified referees or exclusions
- No details of format, length 

Cover Letter
How not to write a cover letter: 
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- Explains paper is 
letter format

- Explains and 
emphasizes main 
important points of 
the paper

- Gives a list of 
referees 

Cover Letter
A good example: 
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Editorial and Review 
Process
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Submission
Editorial

assessment Decline

External
peer review

Editorial
decision

Decline

Revision
requested

Editorial Process

ACCEPT !
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How are referees chosen?

• independence from authors and their institutions

• technical expertise

• broad knowledge of field

• previous record of fair and valuable reviewing

• availability to assess a manuscript within requested time

• exclusions are honoured wherever possible

• database of many thousands of reviewers 
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A thoughtful review
• Is returned on time!
• Gives a brief synopsis of paper
• Critiques the approach, technical validity and 

conclusions of the manuscript
• Suggests experiments to address flaws
• Gives citations if analysis is ‘not new’
• Offers an opinion on the potential impact and general 

interest of the paper
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Appeal

• Editors do carefully consider appeals against rejection 
(although priority is given to new submissions)

• only few appeals ultimately succeed

• Generally involve new facts or information not available 
at the time of the original decision, including pointing out 
actual errors or misunderstandings on behalf of referees 
or editors
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• Write (not phone) and explain why you believe we 
(referees and editors) have overlooked or 
misunderstood something

• Revised manuscripts normally go back to the same 
referees; need a strong case to replace a referee as 
they normally come back with new set of points

• The paper must not be submitted for publication 
elsewhere during this time

• It is likely that some time will elapse before we can 
respond

How to make an appeal?
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How not to appeal?

• “Referees are unfair”
• Guesses at referees’ identity followed by personal 

attacks
• Celebrity or personal endorsements
• Cosmetic rewriting
• Statements about the authors’ reputation
• “Our paper is better than horrible paper X that 

you published…”
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Summary

• Plan your paper when you plan your research
• Consider the reader/listener
• Organize your material well

- focus sharply
- outline
- provide appropriate structure, linkage and 
context

• Carefully choose the journal and follow the 
guidelines

• Seek and value feedback and criticism
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Rachel Won, PhD
Editor

Nature Photonics
r.won@natureasia.com

Thank you!

Manuscript preparation 
& submission

mailto:r.won@natureasia.com�
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